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IIRODOCTIOB 

1. The follow-up meeting on the pr0110tion of intra-African industrial 
co-operation in the Central African subregion within the framework of the 
Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA) was held at Bamenda (Cameroon) 
from 28 Rove.aber to 2 December 1989. The aeeting was organized by the United 
Rations Industrial Development Organization (URIDO), in co-operation with the 
Secretariats of the Econoaic Comaunity of Central African States (ECCAS), the 
Central African CustOllS and Economic Union (UDEAC), the Economic COlmUllity of 
the Great Laltes Countries (CEPGL) and the Gov·.?maent of Cameroon. The 
Economic C011mission for Africa (ECA) bad also co-operated in the substantive 
preparations for the aee~ing. 

2. The purpose of the meeting was to bring together experts froa the 
Centr•l African subregion to review progress in the implementation of the 
revised integrated industrial pr0110tion progr ... e drawn up at the previous 
subregional meeting held at Bujumbura (Burundi) in January 1986, and adjust it 
to the current needs and priorities of the subregion; furthermore, it would 
consider proposals and adopt measures for promoting subregional industrial 
co-operation in the areas of industrial training, industrial consultancy and 
engineering services and industrial entrepreneurship. The meeting was also 
designed to contribute to the attainment of the goals and objectives of the 
Lagos Plan of Action, the United Nations Progra1111e of Action for African 
Economic Recovery and Development 1986-1990 and Africa's Priority Programme 
f~r Economic Recovery (1986-1990). 

I. PARTICIPATIOB 

3. The meeting was attended by: 

(a) Experts from the following Member States of the sub=egion: 
Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Gabon 
and Rwanda. 

(b) Representatives of the following organizations: the African 
intellectual Property Organization (AIPO), the Economic Community 
of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL), the United Nations Economic 
Coanissio~ for Africa (ECA), the Economic Community of Central 
African States (ECCAS), the Higher Institute of Applied Technology 
(ISTA), thP. Central African Customs and Economic Union (UDEAC) and 
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). 

(c) A large number of observers from Cameroon consisting of 
businessmen and directors of various Government departments and 
institutiens attended the meeting. 

The list of participants is attached as Annex I. 

II. .&GERDA ITPJI 1: OPDillG OF TBB NUTillG 

4. The meeting was formally opened, on behalf of His Excellency, the 
Minister of Industrial and Commercial Development, by Mr Jean Marc Oyono, 
Secretary-General of that Ministry. His opening statement was preceded by a 
welcoming address and three statements. 
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5. In his welcoming statement, the Government delegate of the Bamenda Urban 
Council, Mr Jomia Pefok, welcomed the participants and expressed deep 
appreciation to the Government of Cameroon andUNIDOfor having chosen Bamenda 
as the venue for the meeting. He called on the participants to work hard in 
the interest of the peoples of the subregion and invited them to put the quiet 
atmosphere of the Horth-West province to good effect. In conclusion, he 
expressed the hope that the aeeting, being the first international aeeting to 
be held in the city, would be a great success. Be wished all participants a 
pleasant stay in Baaenda and invited thea to return to Baaenda for a longer 
stay. 

6. Speaking on behalf of the Chamber of co .. erce, Industry and Mines of 
Cameroon, Mr Mathias Abanda, provincial delegate of the Chamber, welcomed the 
decision of the Government of Cameroon and UBIDO to select Baaenda as the 
venue for the first international conference in the Borth-West province. He 
pointed to the rich soil, excellent cliaate and abundant manpower in the 
province and highlighted its potential for tourism and the production of 
agricultural and livestock products. 

7. Mr Abanda paid tribute to the Government of Cameroon for the concerted 
measures already taken, being taken and planned, that were aimed at 
accelerating industrialization and economic development throughout the 
country. Be acknowledged the relentless efforts that the Government of 
President Paul Biya had undertaken to develop transport and telecoamunications 
infrastructures in the provinces and to provide the rural areas with water, 
electricity and integrated development. 

8. In conclusion, Mr Abanda thanked the Goverr.ment of Cameroon for 
stimulating and promoting the economic development of the province. Be called 
on UNIDO and ECCAS to intensify their co-operation with Cameroon in providing 
the financial and technical assistance needed for the development of the 
country in general and the North-West province in particular. In this regard, 
he called on UNIDO to assist the province, through the Government, in carrying 
out a study which would identify and assess its industrial potential and 
propose an integrated prograane for the development of the industrial sector 
in the province. 

9. Speaking on behalf of the Economic Co111111unity of Central African States 
(ECCAS), the Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL) and the 
Central African Customs and Economic Union (UD!AC), Mr. Robert Naab thanked 
the Government of Cameroon for having accepted to host the meeting. He also 
thanked the participants for demonstrating a keen interest in the promotion of 
industrial co-operation, and expressed bis gratitude to UNIDO for its 
invaluable assistance to and continued co-operation with ECCAS, CEPGL and 
UDEAC. 

10. Mr Raab noted th-t the meeting offered a golden opportunity for the 
participating countries to evaluate the status of implementation of the 
revised programme adopted in Bujumbura in 1986. He drew attention to the fact 
that the implementation of the subregional industrialization programme was 
experiencing difficulty and solutions were nee~ed to speed up development. 
Multinational industries based on local resources wer~ needed, markets had to 
be widened, resources pooled and policies harmonized. He placed special 
emphasis on the importance of manufacturing agricultural inputs, ~articularly 
agricultural machinery and equi~ent, and on setting up agro-based, 
metallurgical, engineering, chemical and building materials industries. 
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11. In conclusion, Rr Raah expressed the hope that the guidelines before the 
meeting vould help the delegates identify integrated projects and progr ... es 
that vould fora the basis for true industrial co-operation within the Central 
African subregion. 

12. Speaking on behalf of the Director-General of URIDO, the Deputy 
Director-General of the Departllent of Ezterual Relations, Public Inforaation, 
J.an&uage and Docuaentation Serdcea, ezpreaaecl hia moat sincere thualca to the 
GoTemaent and people of c-eroon for haTlng agreed to host the aeetlng and 
for haTing elCtendecl such a vara velca11e to the participants. Be paid especial 
tribute to the contribution that Calleroon, under the viae leadership of its 
President, ltr P~ul Biya, had .. de to both political and socio-econoaic 
liberation as vell as to the unfty of Africa. It stood as a stirring elCample 
to others. Be reaffiraecl the comaltaent and readiness of URIDO to support the 
co1Dltry's economic and social progress through accelerated industrialization. 

13. The current •eeting had been organized by UIUDO, in co-operation with 
the Economic COllllUllity of Central African States (ECCAS), the Central African 
Customs and Economic Union (UDEAC), the Economic COlllllUllity of the Great Lakes 
Co1Dltries (CEPGL) and the Govermaent of tbe Republic of Cameroon. With the 
co-operation of ECA, it constituted a further attempt to incorporate the alms 
and objectives of the prograDDe for the Industrial Development Decade for 
Africa (IDDA) in national industrial development policies, plans and 
programmes and their co-ordination at the subregional level. The meeting 
itself vas a direct outcome of an earlier meeting held at Bujumbura (Burundi) 
in January 1986 vblch bad adopted a revised integrated industrial promotion 
programme for the subregion. That prograDDe had been subsequently endorsed by 
the Conference of African Ministers of Industry and the Organization of 
African Unity (OAU) Summit. 

14. The objectives of the meeting vere to review the progress made in 
implementing that programme adopted at Bujumbura in 1986 and to adjust it to 
the current needs and priorities of the subregion. The meeting would also 
examine vays and means of accelerating the implementation of the revised 
programme and consider proposals for promoting subregional co-operation in the 
areas of industrial training, industrial consultancy and engineering services, 
and small-scale industrial entrepreneurship. Appropriate documents bad been 
prepared by UNIDO, in consultation with the other co-sponsors, to facilitate 
discussion of those items. 

15. The Deputy Director-General pointed to the limited progress that bad 
been achieved in implementing the progra1De adopted at Bujumbura. After 
analysing the reasons for that slov progress, the meeting might, in the 
interest of speedier implementation, consider limiting the number of projects 
in the revised programme. The subregion clearly disposed of considerable 
experience in the developmenl of human resources, industrial consultancy and 
engineering services. He thus felt that a number of institutions in the 
subregion could be upgraded to become centres of excellence, providing 
services to the subregion and supportin& the development of similar facilities 
in other member co1Dltries. 

16. He stressed, however, that the primary responsibility for each project 
rested vith the cowitry or organization sponsoring it. He called on the 
co-operating countries or organizations to lend their lead cowitry their full 
support. He reassured the meeting of UlllDO's readiness to intensify its 
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co-operation, within the limitations of its resources, with each country and 
organization in the subregion, especially those countries sponsoring 
projects. He vas sure that some of the resources that URIDO would allocate to 
the IDDA in future biennia could be used to finance certain follow-up 
activities needed to launch the implementation of th~ revised programme. 

17. In closing his statement, the Deputy Director-General reiterated the 
iaportance that UllIDO attached to the aeeting and emphasized that the 
follow-up actions would pose a major individual and collective challenge to 
all countries in the subregion. Only through the full mobilization of both 
human and financial resources could the success of the progr ... e be ensured 
and the expression of political cOllllitllent translated into concrete, viable 
and realistic projects. 

18. The 11eeting vas formally opened by ltr .Jean Marc Oyono, Secretary-General 
of the Ministry of Industrial and Commercial Development, on behalf of His 
Excellency, the Minister of Industrial and COllllercial Development. He 
extended a varm welcome to the participants on behalf of the Minister, the 
President of the Republic and the Government and people of Cameroon. Be 
deemed it a singular honour for bis country to have been chosen as host for 
the meeting. 

19. The Secretary-General also seized the opportunity to reaffirm bis 
Government's support to URIDO which, he emphasized, bad made the 
industrialization of Africa one of its priorities. The Organization was also 
the driving force behind the Industrial Development Decade for Africa, within 
the framework of which the current meeting had been organized. 

20. The Secretary-General regretted the slow pace of industrialization in 
the Central African subregion that was attributable to several constraints. 
Bold initiatives and concerted action were urgently needed to get the 
subregion out of the present diffic·~lt economic situation, meet the interests 
of the peoples of the subregion and lay the fo\Dldations for true 
industrialization. He called upon the delegates to put UNIDO assistance to 
the fullest use and to pool their collective and varied experience in order to 
achieve the best possible results. 

III. AGERDA ITEM 2: OIGAJUZATIOB OF TBB MEETIBG 

Election of officers 

21. Mr J-M. Job (Cameroon), was elected to the office of Chairman, 
Mr D. Rzobambona (Burundi) to that of Vice-Chairman and Mr J. Rgandou Kende 
(Congo) to that of Rapporteur. 

Adoption of the agenda and organization of work 

22. The agenda (see annex II) was adopted unanimously. In discussing the 
organization of work, it vas agreed that all sessions would be held in plenary. 
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IV. AGDDA ITDI 3: UVIEW OF PIOGUSS RADE IR 'IllE lllP.LIJIDl"ATIOll 
OF 'IllE UVISED IllTEGIATED lllDUSTRl.&L PROllOTIOR 

PllOGIWME ADOPTEr AT BOJUIBURA (BUROlUJI) ARD REVISIOll OF 
THAT PllOGUME ARD STRATEGY FOR IMPl..ElmlTATIOll 

23. Docr.ment IU/WG.495/J(SPEC.) entitled "Revised inte~rated industrial 
promotion progralllle for the Central African subregion" prepared by the UBIDO 
Secretariat served as the working document on the agenda it•. "be 
representative of UBIDO, in presenting the document, indicated that it had 
been prepared by the Secretariat of UlfIDO on the basis of inf oraation obtained 
earlier by UBIDO consultants froa Meaber States and intergovernaental 
organizations in the subregion. That information bad been recently updated 
during a mission 1Dldertak.en by an expert from the ECA headquarters and a 
recruited consultant. The paper itself was divided into five substantive 
parts. The first chapter presented bacltgro\Dld information on industrial 
co-operation in the subre~ion. The second chapter described the integrated 
industrial promotion progr ... e drawn up at the subregional meeting held at 
Bujumbura in January 1986. The third chapte~, which was to be read in 
connection with annex II of the docUllent, assessed the current status of 
implementation of that programme and identified major constraints. The major 
constraints encountered related to: the economic crisis in the various 
countries; the shortage of financial resources; the inadequacy of industrial 
skills and technological capabilities; and, in some countries, the lack of an 
appropriate institutional mechanism for the effective promotion of the 
projects among funding agencies. Some of the projects were not included among 
the national priorities nor presented to flDlding bodies. 

24. The fourth chapter outlined a proposed revised integrated industrial 
promotion programme comprising 21 core and 8 support projects extracted from 
the initial programme as well as 11 new core projects and 3 new support 
projects for consideration by the meeting. The details of those projects were 
presented in annexes III and IV. The representative of UBIDO emphasized that 
the list of projects was strictly tentative since some countries and 
organizations bad not been in a position to £1vance project proposals pri~r to 
the meeting. Delegates were therefore free to advance additional proposals. 
The emphasis, however, had to be on realistic projects that had every chance 
of success as opposed to mere project concepts. The fifth r.hapter put forward 
a strategy for accelerating the implementation of the revised programme, 
indicating the action to be taken at the national, subregional and regional 
levels as well as by the co-ordinating and other agencies, particularly UNIDO. 

25. In conclusion, the representative of UNIDO stressed the need to ensur~ 
that the information contained in the project profiles and other annexes was 
complete; the participants were thus requested to provide additional data 
where appropriate. In the same manner, participants were encouraged t~ 
provide additional information on the activities of subregional organizations 
that might not have been described in extepso in the background paper. 

26. Following the presentation of the document by the representative of 
UNIDO, the meeting took up its consideration of the document chapter by 
cha~ter. It expounded on certain aspects of the document and proposed changes 
in respect of specific paragraphs. 
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Chapter I 

Paragraph 4 

The political implications of the population data contained in the 
paragraph were underscored. Attention was drawn to the census that had 
recently been conducted in some countries, although the results bad not 
yet been officially published. Accordingly, it was suggested th&t it 
would be more prudent to use the llOSt recently published population 
figures for each country. It vas thus recommended that the fig~res for 
Cameroon be amended to 10 million, those for Rwanda to 6.8 million, and 
those for the Central African Republic to 2.075 million. 

Paragraph 5 

It vas noted that the list of aineral resources presented in the 
paragraph was not exhaustive as it had apparently been limited to those 
resources that provided a greater basis for subregional industrial 
co-operation. It was proposed that the term 'mineral resources' should 
be replaced by the term "mineral reserves". 

Paragraph 7 

Attention was drawn to the non-utilization or under-utilization of 
existing national consultancy services. It was thus recommended that 
Governments and international organizations should use these services 
more, thereby contributing to their development. 

Paragraph 10 

The first sentence should read "The industrial sector of the 
subregion is dominated by light industries producing consumer goods 
(beer, tobacco, textiles and cigarettes, etc.) and highly dependent on 
the import of machinery, spare parts and other inputs, indeed, even of 
raw materials". 

Paragraphs 11 to 13 

It was reco111111ended that emphasis be placed on the need to protect 
import-substitution and vulnerable industries of the subregion, taking 
into consideration the competitiveness of their products in terms of 
standardization and quality control. It was also noted that where 
industrial co-operation was concerned the political will that had 
motivated the establishment of subregional organizations needed to 
transcend purely national interests, a constraint that was elaborated 
upon in the appropriate section of the document. 

Paragraph 19 

After the Central African Development Bank (BDEAC), reference 
should be made to the Subregional Institute for Statistics and Applied 
Economics (ISEA) and the Higher Institute of Applied Technology (ISTA). 

Paragraphs 20 and 21 

le was proposed to replace paragraphs 20 and 21 by the following 
four paragra(1hs. 
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•20. The Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countr~es (CEPGL) was 
set up on 20 September 1976 and consists of Burundi, Rwanda and 
Zaire. Its objectives are to ensure, first and foremost, the 
security of its States and their people with a view to ensuring 
peace and tranquility along their various borders; to define, plan 
and promote the creation and development of activities of coD1Don 
interest; to promote and intensify trade and the movement of 
persons and goods within the c0111tUDity; to co-operate closely in 
the social, economic, COlllaercial, scientific, cultural, political, 
ailitary, financial, technical and tourist areas, and especially, 
in the legal, customs, health, energy and connunications domains. 

21. In order to meet the above objectives, the leaders of the 
Co11111unity had adopted measures to set up structures that will lead 
to an integration of the three countries' economies and an 
improvement in their people's standard of living. They have also 
adopted a planning strategy that will efficiently mobilize the 
resources of the countries in the COlmUllity. It will enable CEPGL 
to determine the general policies, objectives and strategies 
needed in order to draw up its own socio-economic plan. In order 
to provide appropriate solutions to problems raised, institutions 
have been established, specialized bodies set up, and joint and 
community undertakings created. Several agreements and 
conventions pertaining to various fields have also been signed. 

22. In order to foster industrial co-operation among member countries, 
appropriate mechanisms have been set up and others are under 
consideration. Thus, the Development Bank of the Great Lakes 
Countries (BDEGL) was opened on 9 September 1977 in order to 
mobilize both internal and external financial resources for 
financing national .111d multinational economic integration projects 
in the member countries. The Community Investment Code was signed 
on 31 January 1982. A trade and customs convention was signed on 
10 September 1978. Finally, the convention on the free movement 
of people, goods, services, capital and the right of establishment 
was signed on 1 December 1985. 

23. The Community authorities will soon adopt the CEPGL five-year 
socio-economic development plan, the model status of joint and 
community undertakings, the CEPGL industrialization master plan 
and the protocol on the reduction of tariffs on industrial 
products of local or1gin. Such specialized bodies as the Great 
Lakes Energy (EGL) and the Agricultural and Stock-breeding 
Research Institute (IRAZ) also contribute to the industrial 
development of the Co11111unity.• 

Paragraph 24 (French text only) 

Replace '4 per cent' ~ "1.4 per cent". 

Cbapter II 

Paragraphs 33 and 34 

It was noted that the absence of a marketing network was one of 
the causes of food insufficiency in some countries in the subregion. It 
was thus recommended that a study be underta~en to establish a common 
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system for the transportation of basic raw materials, especially 
agricultural produce. 

Paragraph 36 

The importance of developing the i111Dense hydroelectric power 
potential of the subregion for self-sustained industrialization was 
emphasized. It was thus reco .. ended that interconnecting power networks 
should be developed so as to enhance subregional co-operation in the 
development and utilization of energy resources. 

Paragraph 40 

Attention was drawn to the fact that the Central African countries 
did not lack skilled human resources, but rather that those resources 
were insufficiently and, in some cases, inappropriately utilized. It 
was thus folDld desirable tJ amend the third sentence of the par~:~aph to 
reflect the above and to emphasize the need not only to upgrade those 
skilled human resources but also to ensure their more effective 
utilization. 

Paragraph 47 

It is suggested that emphasis be placed on an integrated 
information network in the paragraph. 

Chapte~ III 

27. The participants considered paragraph 50 alongsid£ the current status of 
implementation of the programme as described in annex II of the background 
document. 

Core proiects 

Engineering industry 

Agric~ltural machinery and equipment subprogramme 

(1) Manufacture of agricultural machinery and equipment, Kigali 
(Rwanda) 

It was pointed out that the Gisenyi-based MULPOC had completed a 
market study in respect of CEPGL, but studies were still required 
in other ECCAS countries. The MULPOC study had not yet been 
considered by the CEPGL Council of Ministers. It was indicated 
that Rwandex Chillington~ the company that had been set up to 
execute the project, would also manufacture hoes, wheelbarrows, 
pickaxes and other implements. It would also recycle scrap. 
Progress so far was satisfactory. In the light of the above, the 
project was upgraded to the first priority for execution in the 
short term and redefined as a joint CEPGL/Rwanda project. 

Precision engineering subprogranune 

(2) Manuf•cture of clocks, watches and watch components, Bangui 
(Central African Republic) 

The recommendation to withdraw the programme from the revised 
programme was retained. 
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Chemical in~ustry 

(3) Exploitation of methane gas from Lake Kivu, Gisenyi (Rwanda) and 
Kalcha (Zahe) 

Attention was drawn to the fact that the spelling of 'Kalcha' 
should be corrected to read "Kalehe". In order to lessen the risk 
of confusion, it was clarified that TECHMITAS was the consulting 
firm and TEClllUP the executing body. Retention of the project in 
the revised prograane for implementation in the short term would 
also have to be reconfirmed by Zaire. 

Fertilizer subprogra1111e 

(4) Production of phosphate fertilizers, Matongo (Burundi) 

it was reported that studies were still in pro5ress and the 
project was thus retained for execution in the short term. It was 
indlcated that the plant had an annual capacity of 21,000 tonnes; 
estimated reserves were 10 million tonnes, with an average of 10 
to 12 per cent P205; and it was expected that the project 
would be co111111issioned in 1993. 

Pharmaceutical subprogramme 

(5) Establishment of a laboratory for pharmaceutical products, Bangui 
(Central African Republic) 

The need for further studies had been rec~gnized and financing was 
being sought for that purpose. The project was redefined as a 
CAR/UDEAC project and retained for implementation in the long 
term. It was suggested that it be co-ordinated with a similar 
project in Cameroon. 

(6) Establishment of a pharmaceutical plant, Bujumbura (Burundi) 

It was reported that feasibility studies pertaining to modernizing 
the plant would be completed in December 1989. The proje~t wa& 
retained for implementation in the long term. 

Other chemicals suborogramme 

(7) Upgrading potash deposits for the manufacture of chemicals, Bolles 
(Congo) 

It was pointed out that the period '1986-1990' in column 3 of 
annex II should be corrected to read "1990-1994" so as to be 
synchronous with the second development plan of the Congo and not 
the fourth plan as stated. The project was retained for 
implementation in the long term. 

(8) Production of calcium carbide, Lake Kivu (Rwanda) 

It was reported that studies were still in progres~. The project 
was thus retained for implementation in the long term. 
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Pesticides suoprogramme 

(9) Production of active ingredients for pesticides, Ruhengeri (Rwanda) 

It vas indicated that the project was not new, but an old project 
requiring rehabilitation and diversification. That was already 
being done with the assurance of UBDP. It was further reported 
that UDEAC had a similar project, and market studies had revealed 
that outlets for its products would be few. It was suggested that 
ECCAS should broaden the scope of the project to a Coamunity 
lUldertaking for implementation in the medi1DD term. 

Petrochemicals subprogramme 

{10) Establishment of a petrochemical complex for the manufacture of 
plastic products, Libreville {Gabon) 

It was reported that ECCAS had been asked to \Dldertake a 
Community-wide study, since the project was too large for UDEAC 
alone. It was retained for i•~lementation in the long term. 

(11) Expansion of a petroleum refinery, Pointe Noire (Congo) 

Congo requested that the project be redefined as a project 
designed to bring about increas?d output and enhancing quality of 
refinery products, and that the title be changed accordingly. The 
project was retained in the revised programme for implementation 
in the medium term. 

Agro- and agro-related industries 

Food-processing subprograuune 

(12) Rehabilitation and extension of cane sugar industry, Caxito, Bom 
Jesus and Luanda (Angola) 

The Secretariat pointed out that the title of the project appeared 
to be wrong, since a visit to the site had revealed that the plant 
was concerned with the pro~uction of yeast. In the absence of a 
delegate trom Angola, the Secretariat was requested to secure 
confirmation of the information from that country and to retain 
the project in the revised programme for implementation in the 
medium term. 

(13) Upgrading of a sugar factory, Bkayi (Bonenza region, Congo) 

It was reported that the project had been extended and its 
objective was to diversify production. Since tbe project was 
considered to have been implemented, it was decided not to retain 
it in the revised programme. 

(14) Establishment of a distillery, Mosso (Burundi) 

It was pointed out that a number of studies had still to be 
completed. It was therefore decided to retain the project in the 
revised programme for implementation in the long term. 
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(15) Community dairy products project, Goma (Zaire) 

It was r~ported that the project which was at an advanced stage 
was considered a Community project. Funds for engineering studies 
were still expected from UNDP. It was therefore decided to retain 
the project in the revised programme for implementation in the 
short term. 

(16) Establishment of an agro-industrial COllplex processing cassava, 
Boali (Central African Republic) 

It was decided t~ rP.tain the project in the revised programme for 
implementation in th~ long term. 

(17) Integrated development of the fish-processing industry 

It was reported that th~ initial studies bad been folllld to be 
unsatisfactory. A new study had been conmissioned by CEPGL. The 
project was retained in the revised programme for implementation 
in the long term. 

Building materials industry 

Forest products subprogram!.!!~ 

(18) Establish~en~ of a wood-processint complex Kisangani (Zaire) 

It was reported that CEPGL had already received three interim 
reports. They had been forwarded to FAO, but a proper feasibility 
study was still required. It was emphasized that the foreign 
consultants recruited to carry out the study should work closely 
with the national experts working on the same. The project was 
retained for implementation in the short term. 

Cement subprogramme 

(19) Expansion of the Loutete cement plant, Loutete (Congo) 

It was reported that the project had been completed and the 
problem was one of finding a market for the product. It was 
therefore no longer retained in the revised programme. 

(20) Reactivation of the Katana cement plant, Katana (Zaire) 

In the absence of an expert from Zaire, it was decided to retain 
the project in the revised programme for implementation in the 
short term, subject to confirmation from Zaire. 

(21) Expansion of the Mashyuza cement plant, Mashyuza (Rwanda) 

It was reported that the new production level was 75,000 tonnes 
and not 63,000 tonnes. Its installed capacity was 100,000 tonnes 
and not 80,000 tonnes. Furthermore, cement bags were currently 
being produced at the plant. It was retained in the revised 
programme for implementation in the short term. 

I 
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Non-metallic mineral products subpcugramme 

(22) Expansion and diversification of production at a glass 
manufacturing plant, Pointe Noire (Congo) 

It was reported that UDEAC had coanissioned a feasibility study on 
the expansion of the plant, but had found the equipment to be too 
old. A new study had been c011missioned. Considering the problems 
that had been encountered, the project was redefined and retained 
in the revised progr&1De for iaplementation in the •edium term. 

Metallurgical industry 

Aluminium subprogranne 

(23) Integrated development of the aluminium industry, Mini-ftartap 

It was reported that the feasibility studies had not been carried 
out and that Mini-Martap was not a landlocked area. Consequently, 
the text of columns 4 and S in annex II was amended as follows: 
column 4 "Feasibility studies still to be carried out. Contacts 
have been made with foreitn partners who will provide guidance". 
Column S "Activity will start with Ngaoundal, 60 km from 
Mini-Martap, a railway town. Deposits here are estimated at 
100 million tonnes. Processing of the ore will have to be carried 
out near a power source (possibly a hydroelectric dam)". The 
project was retained in the revised programme for implementation 
in the long term. 

Iron and steel subprogramme 

(24) Rehabilitation of the Maluku steel plant (Zaire) 

ECCAS reported that Zaire was already discussing the 
implementation of the project with US firms. The project had 
become a Community undertaking and was therefore retermed as a 
Zaire/CEPGL/ECCAS project. It was suggested that the reference to 
ECA and UNIDO in colt1JD11 S uf annex II be deleted. The project was 
retained in the revised programme for implementation in the short 
term. 

Tin subprogramme 

(25) Expansion of a tin plant, ~igali (Rwanda) 

This project was retained in the revised programme for 
implementation in the lon& term. 

Support pro1ects 

(Sl) Assistance to the Central African Economic and Gustoms Union 
(UDEAC); UDEAC Secretariat, Bangui (Central African Republic) 

It was confirmed that the summary described the current situation 
correctly. 
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(S2) Assistance to the Central African Republic in the development of 
an integrated meat-processing industry, Bangui (Central African 
Republic) 

It was suggested that this project be replaced l ~ new project 
entitled "Cattle, "eat and Fishing Resources Coa11nn1ity (CBVB)" 
1Dlder UDEAC sponsorship. 

(S3) Assistance to the Econ011ic Community of the Great Lakes Co\Dltries 
(CEPGL), CEPGL Secretariat, Gisenyi (Rwanda) 

It was pointed out that item iv, column 4 of annex II should be 
amended to read "Study on conditions for exploiting the peat bogs 
are said to have been \Dldertaken, but the findings have not 
yet been transmitted to CEPGL". The rest of the project 
infon..ation was confiraed as correct. 

(S4) Development of peat resources, CEPGL Secretariat, Gisenyi (Rwanda) 

It was pointed out that, similar to project (SJ), the information 
contained in column 4 of annex II should be amended to read "A 
study, which was said to have been completed, on the exploitation 
of peat bogs in CEPGL member co\Dltries, including the east Zaire 
area, had not yet been transmitted to CEPGL". The rest of the 
project information was confirmed as correct. 

(SS) Assistance to CEPGL countries in the manufacture of electrical 
equipment, CEPGL Secretariat, Gisenyi (Rwanda) 

It was proposed that the project promoter/sponsor should be "CEPGL/ 
Government of Rwanda", and that the information cont~ined in 
column 4 of annex II should be amended to read "The Government of 
Rwanda had requested the Gisenyi-b&sed ECA/MULPOC to undertake the 
study. Meanwhile, a private local promoter had implemented the 
project establishing a 1Dlit to manufacture eler~~ical cables and 
wires on the basis of a market study of the su' ~ion. The 
project vent into operation in 1989." The information in column 5 
of annex II also has to be amended to read "At the request of the 
Government of Rwanda, a detailed study was being carried out by 
the Gisenyi-based ECA/MULPOC and it is expected that the study 
will be completed very soon". 

(S6) Feasibility study on the manufacture of railway equipment in the 
Central African subregion, Secretariat of the UAR 

It was proposed that the promoter/sponsor should be the Union of 
African Railways (UAR)/ECCAS. The rest of the information was 
confirmed as correct. 

(S7) Assistance to the Economic Co1111unity of Central African States, 
ECCAS Secretariat, Libreville (Gabon) 

It was confirmed that the information summarized in Annex II 
correctly described the current situation. The need to prepare an 
industrial master plan was underscored. 
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(S8) Assistance to the Higher Institute of Applied Technology (ISTA) 
headquarters, Libreville (Gabon) 

It was proposed that column 1 of annex II should read "Assistance 
to the Subregional Multisectoral Institute for Applied Technology 
(ISTA) for project planning and evaluation", and to add the 
following in ~olumn 4 "A tripartite (URDP/ISTA/URIDO) meeting was 
held in October 1989 in Libreville (Gabon) with a view to 
approving a revised project within the fraaevork of the fourth 
URDP progr ... ing cycle. It ls expected that the revised project 
document will be signed very soon•. 

(S9) Assistance to the African Intellectual Property Organization 
(AIPO), AIPO headquarters, Yao1Dlde (Cameroon) 

It was confirmed that the information suaaarized in annex II 
correctly described the current situation of the project. 

Except for project (S5), it was decided to retain all the other support 
projects in the revised programme for implementation in the short term. 

Constraints on the implementatfon of the progranne 

28. In discussing the factors hampering implementation of the progrBD111e, 
particular attention was drawn to the fact that some projects did not have 
clearly-defined sponsors. In most cases, the private sector had not been 
involved. It was also pointed out that the incoherence of s~me of the 
national industrial strategies and policies had also bc~n a contributory 
constrainting factor. Some participants raised the problem of industrial 
micro-nationalism, a phenomenon that undermined regional co-oper1tive 
endeavours. Others raised the question of national sovereignty and argued 
that, to the extent that industries were nationally viable, they should, in 
keeping with economic liberalism, have a legitimate place and be fully 
supported. 

29. Some participants wanted to know what UNIDO was doing to secure funds 
for promoting the Decade programme aad to streamlining the procedures by which 
projects could be financed. This issue brought out the mutual responsibili
ties of project initiators and international organizations, such as UBIDO. In 
response, the URIDO representative stated that the programme to be adopted in 
Bamenda was that of the subregion and required endorsement by the legistative 
authorities at the national and subregional levels. The main responsiblity 
for following-up on each of the projects rested with the sponsors. In view of 
the significant amount of investment required for some of the projects, 
financing had to be sought from various sources, such as the African 
Development Banlt (ADB), the Central African States Development Banlt (CASDB), 
OPEC Fund, the World Bank and other financing institutions. In respect of the 
technical assistance required, in particular, for the preparation of 
pre-investment studies, official requests had to be submitted to such 
organizations as URDP and URIDO along with well identified sponsors that were 
fully committed to the projects. Accordingly, particular emphasis was placed 
on the need for co-ordination among the various authorities concerned at the 
national level. 
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JO. Discussions were mostly devoted to the following paragraphs: 

Paragraph SS 

The question of approach vas raised. It vas argued that it might 
be premature to envisage elaborating subregional industrial projects 
given the current crises, and that a gradual approach might be more 
realistic. In that CQnnection, co-ordination among all ~arties 
concerned, especially at the national level, was criticai. That held 
true not only inter-ainsterially, but also inter-sectorally. It also 
applied to subregional organizations. 

Paragraph 58 

Concerning resources, it was remarked that the availability of 
natural resources in the region had not been fully researched; 110re 
efforts were needed in that area. Regarding financial resources, it was 
pointed out that resources did exist, but that the key problem was 
identifying the sources and exploiting them more effectively. 

Paragraph 60 

Concerning the role of regional organizations, many participants 
were of the opinion that their power to speak, decide, and act for the 
subregion should be enhanced through clear decisions by their respective 
legislative authorities. 

Paragraph 63 

Regarding transport and other co1111DU11ications infrastructure, it 
was noted that, while many formidable problems and obstacles existed, 
gradual progress was being achieved. 

Revision of the integrated industrial promotion programme 
adopted at Bu1umbura 

31. Before discussing the projects in detail, the criteria for the selection 
of the projects (annex I in the backgro\Uld document) were read out and 
examined. While general agreement was reached in respect of those criteria, 
the following points were highlighted: 

(a) Sovereignty considerations 

Some delegates feared that strict adherence to the guidelines of 
the Lagos Plan of Action might undermine the sovereignty of 
States. However, it was agreed that although individual State 
priorities might differ, it was still necessary to have priorities 
at the subregional level. Member States in the subregion were 
encouraged to make Co1111\Ulity projects their goal, since national 
projects alone would not suffir~. 

(b) Coherence of national strate1 .dl 

' It was felt that the geographical dist~ibution of existing 
industries should be examined and are•• of industrial 
over-concentration and deficiency iden~ified so as to enable a 
more equitable distribution, thereby ensuring that the entire 
subregion would be well served. 
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(c) Problems of co-ordination and organization 

It was emphasized that requests for assistance in project 
implementation should be filed through official channels. Regular 
meetings between each of the subregional organizations and the 
UBIDO Secretariat were necessary at all stages to be sure that a 
project submitted for consideration had been endorsed by all the 
appropriate authorities in the subreaion. It was pointed out that 
unless the subregion was better organized, it would not be in a 
position to react effectively to external develo1>11ents such as the 
lllOVe towards a single European market by the year 1992. In this 
connection, it was suggested that ECCAS, UDEAC and CEPGL be 
empowered to act on behalf of the States in the subregion. 

(d) Research 

The participants felt that greater attention should be paid to 
natural resources in research activities. 

(e) Financial resources 

It was agreed that greater use should be made of available 
financial resources, such as those provided by the African 
Development Bank. 

(f) Problems of infrastructure 

The positive role being played by the Transport and Coamunications 
Decade in Africa was recognized by the participants. Its role in 
enhancing the industrialization of the subregion was highlighted. 

32. In the light of the information provided on the projects in annexes III 
and IV and of the discussion at the meeting itself, the projects listed in 
paragraphs 34 - 44 below were retained in the revised programme. 

33. In deciding on the retention of the projects, particular attention was 
paid to determining their priority. As ind•cated in the document, priority 
was classified in three ways: (i) first prioritY: implementation in the short 
term (0-5 years); (ii) second priority: implementatio~ in the mediWD term 
(5-10 years); and (iii) third prioritY: implementation in the long term (more 
than 10 years). All support projects were to be included in the first 
priority category. Other factors that determined priority of a project were: 
the availability of funds, current status of implementation, availability and 
coaaitment of sponsors, completion of pre-feasibility •nd feasibility studies, 
stage of negotiations and co-operation arrangements with other Member States. 
Attention was also given to the degree to which the project helped reduce 
external dependence and its relationship to the priority sectors and 
sub-sectors identified in the Lag's Plan of Action. It vas decided that a 
project that met most of the above conditions and was of interest to more than 
one country in the subregion should be considered a Co11111unity project, while a 
similar project that was of interest to only one country in the subregion 
should be considered an optional project. 
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CORE PROJECTS 

Core proiects c'rried over from the progranne 
adopte~ in Bujumbura in 1986 

34. The following core projects were retained in the revised programme. In 
the course of the discussion, supplemeatary information was given on certain 
aspects of soae core projects. 

Chemical ind-..stry 

1. Exploitation of aethane gas Loa Lake Kivu, Zaire/Rwanda 
(short-term) 

The project was retained without modification as a C011Dunity 
project. 

2. Production of phosphate fertilizers, Burundi (short-term) 

While the identity of the project was maintained, its 
co-ordination with similar projects in Cameroon and the Congo was 
urged. The project was retained as an optional project. 

3. Establishment of a laboratory :or pharmaceutical products, Central 
African Republic (short-term) 

The project was retained with strong reservations as to its 
viability as an optional project. 

4. Establishment of a pharmaceutical plant, Burundi (medium-term) 

Tne project was retained with reservations as an optional project. 

5. Upgrading potash deposits for the manufacture of chemicals, Congo 
(long-term) 

The project was retained as a Community project. 

6. Production of calcium carbide, Rwanda (medium-term) 

The project was retained, subject to further clarification, as an 
optional project. 

7. Production of active ingredients for pesticides, Rwanda 
(medium-term) 

It was pointed out that a similar project was in progress in UDEAC 
countries. The project was retained, subject to further studies, 
as an optional project. 

8. Establishment of a petrochemical complex for the manufacture of 
plastics, Gabon (medium-term) 

The project was retained without modification as a Community 
project. 
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9. Expansion and product quality improveinent of petroleum refinery, 
Congo {medium-term) 

The project was retained, with serious doubts as to its future, as 
an optional project. 

Agro- and agro-related industries 

10. Reconversion of the sugar •ills of Boll Jesus and the production of 
yeast {formerly rehabilitation and eJttension of the cane sugar 
industry), Angola (short tena) 

It was suggested that the title of the project be modified to read 
"Reconversion of the sugar •ills of Boll Jesus and the production 
of yeast". With this modification, the project vas retained as an 
optional project. 

11. Establishment of a distiller), Burundi (short-term) 

The project was retained without modification as a Comnnmity 
project. 

12. Coa1nmity dairy industry, Zaire {short-term) 

The project was retained without modification as a Community 
project. 

13. Creation of an agro-industrial complex processing cassava, Central 
African Republic (medium-term) 

In view of its somewhat limited subregional dimension, the project 
was retained as an optional project. 

14. Integrated development of the fist-processing industry, CEPGL 
(short-term) 

The project had a clear COllD\Dlity character and was thus retained 
without modification as a Co111111UDity project. 

15. Integrated forest products complex (formerly establishment of a 
wood-processing complex), Zaire (short-term) 

It was recommended that the title of the project be changed to 
"Integrated Forest Products Com,lex". It was determined to be a 
CEPGL project, since it vas expected to meet the needs of Burundi, 
Rwanda and even Tanzania. It was therefore retained as a 
Community project. 

Building materials industry 

16. Reactivation of the Katana cement plant, Zaire (short-term) 

The project was retained as an optional project, since other 
cement plants were known to exist In the subregion. 
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17. Expansion of the Mashyuza cement plant, Rwanda {short-term) 

The project was expected to produce surplus cement and bags for 
export, especially after current extension work. Given its 
location at a roint in Rwanda which vas very close to Burundi and 
Zaire, it was decided that the proje't be redefined as a CEPGL 
project and retained in the progr ... e as a COllDUD.ity project. 

18. Ezpansion and diversification of production at a glass 
aanufacturing plant, Congo (short-term) 

Besides the expectation that the plant would serve breweries in 
Angola, partners in the private sector of Congo had shown interest 
in the project. However, plant activities bad ceased owing to 
ageing equipment. If revived, the project would be a welcoae 
addition to the glass plants in Burundi and Caaeroon, especially 
as it was expected to produce flat glass as well. URIDO was 
called upon to assist in carrying out a study of the glass 
industry, especially its market, in the subregion. The project 
was retained as a Co11111unity project. 

Metallurgical industry 

19. Integrated development of the alumini1Dll industry, Cameroon 
(long-term) 

This was recognized by the participants to be a Eajor su~regional 
project. No major difficulties were expected, given th~~ Cameroon 
had rich bauxite deposits and ablDldant power as well as a well 
developed al\mlinium industry some of whose products were already 
being exported to countries of the subregion. The project was 
thus redefined as a Cameroon/UDEAC/ECCAS lDldertaking and retained 
as a Co11111lDlity project. 

20. Reactivation of the Maluku steel plant, Zaire {short-term) 

A meeting of the Heads of State and Government of the subregion 
had requested, at a meeting in Bangui (Central African Republic), 
that ECCAS take over this project. Although Zaire was not 
represented, the participants rec~gnized the importance of the 
undertaking. It vas retitled "Integrated Development of the Iron 
and Steel Industry in Central Africa", and retained as a Co11111unity 
project. 

21. Eltpan3ion of a tin plant, Rwanda (short-term) 

It vas reported that the plant bad been shut down following a 
prolonged price slump. Production was being reactivated with the 
markets of the neighbouring countries as the target. It was 
therefore decided that the project be retained as an optional 
project and be changed to a C011Dunity project, if the results of 
the study to be carried out so indicate. 

nev core protects identified dµring field missions 
prior to the meeting 

35. The following new core projects identified during field missions prior 
to the meeting were retained in the revised prograane: 
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Agro- and agro-related industries 

22. Rehabilitation and expansion of the sugar sector, Angola 
(medium-term) 

As Angola was not represented at the meeting, the project was 
retained as an optional project, subject to reconfirmation by 
Angola. 

23. Establishment of a distillery, Sao Tome and Principe (medium-term) 

As Sao Tome and Principe was not represented at the meeting and on 
the basis of information supplied by other participants, the 
project was retained as an optional project, subject to 
confirmation by Sao Tome and Principe. 

24. Sangmelima wood-processing proj~ct, Cameroon (long-term) 
(ColllDUllity project) 
Production of particle board, Cameroon (short-term) 

Cameroon suggested that the two projects be merged. The meeting 
was informed that Burundi also had a particle board project. In 
that regard, it was indicated that, while the Cameroon project was 
targeted principally towards the UDEAC market, it could also serve 
other countries in the subregion. It was therefore decided that 
the project be reformulated in the first priority as a Community 
project (UDEAC/Cameroon). The proposal was agreeable to Cameroon 
which further suggested that the consolidated project be 
implemented in two phases. 

25. Production 1Dlit for children's food, Cameroon (short-term) 

It was indicated that the project was being promoted by a private 
£ntrepreneur and the relevant studies were still in progress. 
Attention was also drawn to the fact that both Burundi and Zaire 
had similar projects at different stages of development. The 
meeting, however, felt that the subregional market for baby foods 
was vast and that the Cameroonian project be retained as a 
priority COllDUllity undertaking. When implementing the project, 
account should, however, be taken of the existing plants in 
Burundi and Zaire. 

Chemical industries 

26. Establishment of a pilot plant for making vaccines in Africa, 
Cameroon (short-term) 

Cameroon requested that the title of the project be changed to 
"Production of Human Vaccines in Central Africa". Ro plant with 
the technical characteristics of the Cameroonian project existed 
anywhere in Africa south of the Sahara. T:ie meeting was informed 
that 17 animal vaccines were already being produced with the 
existing facilities, and that no major changes would be required 
to produce human vaccines. The project was at a very advanced 
stage of implementation, with financing arrangements nearly 
completed. It was decided to retain the project aa a Community 
project. 
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27. Production of insecticides for domestic use, Cameroon (short-term) 

The project sponsors informed the participants that the project 
was being promoted by a private firm and requested that the 
undertaking be retained as an optional project. Information was 
also given to the effect that a pesticides project, SIDAC, existed 
in Gabon and that it had already started exporting its output. 
Burundi also had a siailar plant that exported its products to 
Zaire and PTA. The project was retained as an optional project 
and the project promoters urged to talt~ account of the projects in 
Gabon and Burundi in its iapleaentation. 

Building materials industries 

28. Establishment of a ceramics plant, Burundi (short-term) 

The meeting was informed that implementation of the project had 
advanced considerably and that raw material reserves were 
substantial. The products from the plant were destined for the 
subregion, particularly Zaire. It was agreed to add the 
following: "14(b) to the project profile: The Government of 
Burundi has already applied for specific assistance from UNDP in 
order to: (i) undertake feasibility and engineering studies; and 
(ii) execute the p~oject. It had also applied to other financing 
agencies". Attention was drawn to the fact that a similar plant, 
although producing only for the local market, also existed in 
Rwanda. It was also reported that studies on a similar ceramics 
plant were nearing completion in Cameroon. It was decided to 
retain the project, after updating the information in the profile, 
as a Community project. It was suggested that the project 
description be updated and that the project itself be included 
amongst the Community projects. 

29. Establishment of a cement plant, Chad (medium-term) 

The meeting was informed that studies had been commissioned on the 
project as far back as 1979 and the plant would be located at a 
point not very far from thP. site of a similar plant at Figuil in 
Cameroon. It was reporr:~ that a similar cement plant also 
existed in the Central African Republic. The project was retained 
as an optional project. Considering the number of cement plants 
in the subregion, the meeting requested that ECCAS, in 
consultation with CEPGL, UDEAC and with the assistance of UNIDO, 
should carry out a comprehensive study of the cement industry in 
the subree!on. 

36. Following a discussion on the merits of including new core projects in 
the light of the low implementation rate of the initial programme, the 
following eight additional new core projects were included in the revised 
programme as follows: 

30. Production of urea and ammonia from gas, Cameroon (long term) 
31. Establishment of a tannery, Chad (long term) 
32. Plant for the manufacture of flat glass, Cameroon (long-term) 
33. Integrated development of the iron and steel industry, 

Cameroon/UDEAC (long term) 
34. Establishment of a ceramics factory, Cameroon (long term) 
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35. Development of cattle and fish resources in UDEAC countries, UDEAC 
(long term) 

36. An agricultural machinery project 
31. Development of the pesticides industry in UDEAC countries, UDEAC 

(long term) 

37. It should be noted that the following new projects identified during the 
field missions were not retained in the revised progr ... e: 

Production of tomato concentrate, Cameroon (short-term) 

Cameroon informed the participants that implementation of the 
project was far advanced, and requested that the project be 
deleted from the list. 

Agro-industrial pineapple complex, Cameroon (short-term) 

Cameroon withdrew this project, but indicated that the project 
might be resubmitted to a future meeting, once the access road to 
the project site had been constructed. 

SUPPORT PROJECTS 

38. In the light of the information on support projects provided in 
atmexes III and IV and following the discussion at the meeting itself, the 
subregional support projects listed below were retained in the revised 
programme for implementation in the short term. 

Support proiects carried over from the programme 
adopted in Buiumbura in 1986 

39. The following support projects included in the programme adopted in 
Bujumbura in 1986 were retained without modification: 

(Sl) Assistance to the Central African Customs and Economic Union 
(UDEAC) 

(S2) Assistance to the Central African Republic in the development of 
an integrated meat-processing industry, Central African Republic 

(53) Assistance to the Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries 
(CEPGL) 

(54) Development of peat resources, CEPGL 
(SS) Feasibility study on the manufacture of railway equipment in the 

Central African subregion, UAR 
(S6) Assistance to the Economic Community of Central African States 

(ECCAS) 
(57) Assistance to the subregional Higher Institute of Applied 

Technology (!STA) 
(SB) Assistance to the African lntellectuai Property Organization (AIP0) 

New support proiects 

40. The following four new support projects were included in the revised 
programme. 

(S9) Multlsectoral assistance to the Economic Co11111unlty of the Great 
Lakes Countries, CEPGL 
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{SlO) Promotion of small-scale agro-food technologies, Burundi 

{Sll) Assistance to the Higher Rational School for Agro-food Industries, 
Cameroon 

{512) Establishment of a school for geological an,d mining studies, 
Cameroon 

41. Regarding the project on multisectoral assistance to the Economic 
Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL), it was noted that aqsistance 
would focus on the preparation of pre-investment studies. The support for the 
project had been requested of UBDP, but its reaction was not yet known. The 
project was retained as a C011111unity project. 

42. In the case of the Burundi project on the promotion of small-scale 
agro-food technologies, it was indicated that the equipment to be designed and 
constructed ~~uld serve not only the country, but also the entire subregion. 
Since its CoDIDunity status could not be i1aediately ascertained by CF.PGL, it 
was retained as an optional project. 

43. Concerning the third new project relating to assistance to the Higher 
National School for the Agro-food Industries (ENSIAAC) in Ngao\llldere 
(Cameroon), it was indicated that ENSIAAC was a bilingual institution (English 
and French) under the authority of the "inistry of Higher Education, Computer 
Sciences and Technical Research. The school trained technicians and 
engineers. It had a teaching BJ?d research staff of 70, 38 of whom were 
expatriates. The total number of students during 1989/1990 was 415. The 
school also made prototypes and carried out tests on food preservation. It 
had established close relations with industry which offered pr&ctical training 
to its students. It also offered continuous training to industrial employees, 
and even participated in industrial research projects. The estimated cost of 
the project was CFA600 million. The participants agreed that the project was 
very important, given the dearth of human reso~rces in the critical area of 
agro-food industries within the subregion. It was decided that ECCAS should 
take the administrative, statutory and legislative measures to make ERSIAAC a 
Community centre of excellence. Pending that action, it was decided to retain 
the project as an optional project. 

44. As for the school for geological and mining studies, it was indicated 
that preliminary studies for the establishment of the school had been carried 
out in 1988 based on pedagogical facilities already existing on the campus of 
the Ngaoundere University Centre. The school, similar to the National Cigher 
School for Agro-Food Industries (ENSIAAC) would be expected to become a 
subregional centre of excellence and could cover the needs of neighbouring 
countries. It was expected that the school would be located in Ngaoundere by 
virtue of the rich and varied soil and subsoil conditions of in that area. 
The project was retained as an optional project. 

Strategy to be adopted to accelerate 
the implementation of the revised prograpune 

45. Chapter V of the background document advancing proposals for 
accelerating the implementation of the revised programme was considered 
generally satisfactory. Comments were, however, made on the following 
specific paragraphs: 
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Paragraph 75 

It was suggested that since the problem of transportation had been 
previously identified as an impediment to industrial development and 
co-operation in the subregion, it was only logical that the development 
of that infrastructure be highlighted as one of the remedial measures to 
be adopted. 

raragraph 77 

It was felt that the private sector (and possibly the public at 
large) should be closely involved in financial resource mobilization and 
the decision-making process for industrial projects. 

Paragraph 79 (a) and (b) 

The use of the words 'Redefining' and 'Redesigning' with respect 
to subregional organizations in subparagraphs (a) and (b) was considered 
inappropriate as the roles and responsibilities of those organizations 
had been determined in their respective treaties. The Secretariat was 
requested to replace those words with more appropriate terms. 

Paragraph 79 Ce) 

There was lively discussion on the need for a subregional bank 
specializing in in~ustrial development. It was suggested that rather 
than creating new banks, the existing regional development banks should 
simply be strengthened. It was also pointed out that those 
development banks had credit lines for industrial promotion which had 
not been fully utilized for ind~strial projects. Consequently, the 
recommendation was to strengthen those existing facilities that were 
specifically designed and tailored to promote industrial projects. 

Paragraph 86 

Particular importance was attached to the role of international 
organizations in general, and that of UNIDO in particular, as 
highlighted in the backgro1Dld document. UNIDO was thus urged to 
continue its valiant efforts to buttress the countries of the aubregion 
in their quest for financial resources for industrial development. It 
was also emphasized that while UNIDO was ready to assist Member States, 
the primary responsibility for contacts vith financial and investment 
institutions lay with the States themselves. 

ParagraP.lLU 

The need for closer working r~lationship between UNIDO and the 
subregional organizations in Centr&~ Africa was stressed. It was thus 
recommen~ed that consideration should be given to holding more frequent 
co-ordination meetings, possibly every six months, in order to mo~itor 
tte implementation of the revised programme more effectively. 

46. Reservations were expressed over the creation of a plethora of 
committees in the subregion. Instead, it was strongly recommended that a 
suitable system be developed and put in place for the effective monitoring of 
and follow-up to the implementation of the revised programme, taking into 
consideration the statutory procedures already established in each of the 
subregional organizations. 
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47. At the national level, it was stressed that all measures should be taken 
to create an environment favourable to investment and conducive to securing 
the full co-operation of the private sector. It was, however, pcinted out 
that the private sector could not provide all the solutions to the 
industrialization problems that the subregion faced. The process of 
implementation had to be a process that involved all parties. The success of 
a project, for example, was contingent upon the marketability of its products 
and closer co-operation with Chambers of Comaerce and Industry. 

48. The paramount role of coanunications in the implementation of the 
progra111De was emphasized. Rot only was there a perceptible coDDUDications gap 
between those concerned with preparing, prOllOting and implementing projects, 
but it also had been difficult to secure compatible and consistent data on the 
individual projects decided upon. It was thus important to secure full 
Government endorsement of the projects retained in the revised progra11111e, thus 
ensuring that they were incorporated in national development plans. It was 
equally important to secure the co-operation of entrepreneurs by providing 
them with appropriate incentives and an institutional framework. That held 
particularly true for the small-scale industry sector. It was also essential 
to harmonize fiscal and legislative procedures throughout the subregion. 

49. Attention was also drawn tc the successful follow-up mechanism that 
UNIDO had developed with the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern 
African States (PTA). It might be of advantage to try and emulate that 
relationship in Central Africa, supplementing it with the facilities offered 
by the SIDFA network and the normal links between UNIDO and the subregional 
organizations. 

50. It was pointed out that co-ordination of follow-up activities would also 
benefit from the recent moves made towards the proclamation of a second 
Industrial Development Decade for Africa and an Africa Industrialization Day. 
The Conference of African Ministers of Industry at their ninth meeting in 
Harare had recommended the proclamation of both the second Decade and the 
Africa Industrialization Day (20 November). As an adjunct thereto, they had 
proposed a procedure for the formulation of an appropriate programme. Unlike 
the progranune for the first Decade, the programme for the second Decade would 
be based on national programmes and priorities. Such an approach would 
involve all parties concerned with industrialization matters in the country, 
national experts, Ministries, organizations, public and private sector 
financial institutions. 

v. AGDDA rrm 4: PIOltOTIOll OF 
SUBREGIORAL IllDUSTIIAL CO~PEIATIOB PIOGRAlllE IR SELECTED ilEAS 

51. Discussions on this item were based on the document prepared by the 
UNIDO Secretariat entitled "Subregional co-operation in industrial training, 
consultancy and entrepreneurship in the industrial sector" 
ID/WG.495/4(SPEC.). In presenting the backgro\Dld document, the representative 
of UNIDO indicated that in the course of implementing the various initial 
subregional programmes, a number of constraints had been identified. The 
overriding constraint had been the shortage and inadequacy of trained 
personnel at all stage3 of the project cycle. The document thus sought to 
identify specific institutions that could enhance the process of human 
resource development in a br~ad range of fields and take on the role of 
centres of excellence. 

52. The Central African subregion, moreover, disposed of a number of 
consultancy organizations and training institutions which, if effectively 
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co-ordinated, could contribute significantly to the development of the 
subregion. African co\Dltries were currently spending large sums of money for 
the importation of industrial consultancy ser¥ices, especially in the 
engineering field. It was therefore essential for the subregion develop 
national industriral consultancy and engineering services and to promote 
greater co-operation among them. 

53. Furthermore, whereas the subregion vas endowed with considerable 
potential entrepreneurial capabilities, aeasures were needed to develop them 
further for the purpose of industrial activities and to secure the full 
involvement and cOmDitaent of private entrepreneurs vhos~ support vas 
essential to the industrialization process. Modern industry vas a aajor 
assembly process dependent on inputs frOll ancillary industries and saall
scale enterprises. It vas also important to foster the develoP111ent of those 
indigenous industrial enterprises, which were required in great n\IDbers, so 
as to ensure the economic benefit of the co\Dltries at large. 

54. UBIDO had endeavoured to identify in the background the scope for 
co-operation among the countries in the subregion in the three specific 
fields. The document itself constituted only a first attempt to develop a 
subregional progranme in those priority areas that would support the 
implementation of the revised industrial co-operation programme in the same 
subregion. 

55. The document had been prepared by the Secretariat on the basis of 
information it had obtained from Member States and intergovernmental 
organizations in the subregion. The document was divided into three 
chapters. The first chapter provided background information. The second 
chapter presented an overview of the industrial support services currently 
available in the subregion in respect of industrial training, industrial 
consultancy and engineering services and industrial entrepreneurship. The 
third chapter put forward proposals for promoting subregional co-operation in 
the development and utilization of those support services. It was pointed out 
that the institutions and organizations cited in the document constituted an 
illustrative listing which needed to be ajusted by the meeting. 

56. Following the presentation of the document by the representative of 
UBIDO, the meeting took up consideration of the document chapter by chapter, 
as in the case of the first document, and made observations, including 
proposed changes, in respect of srecific paragraphs. 

Consideration of the second document 

Chapter I 

Paragraoh 6 

It was pointed out that the problem was not the 
but the inadequacy (in terms of quality and quantity) 
utilization of already available competent manpower. 
due to the lack of information on their availability. 

Paragraph 10 

lack of manpower, 
and insufficient 
This was largely 

The last sentence should be amended to read as follows: "Such 
f~r!lities do not exist in sufficient number in the subregion and are 
in.&dequat.e for want of effective financial planning, incentives ••• " 
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Chapter II 

Paragraph 13 (French text only) 

Line 2, replace 'cruciaux• )!x "aspects". 

Paruraph l~ 

Line 3, replace 'creating' )!x "strengthening existing". 

Industrial training 

57. It was agreed that the list of training institutions should be expanded. 

Paragraph 19 

Replace the paragraph ~ "Significant progress bas been made in 
the People's Republic of the Congo, where structures for the training of 
senior staff in the field of industry have been established, in 
particular: the Higher Institute for Management (ISG), the Faculty of 
Economic Sciences, the Centre for Rapid Technical Training which is an 
institution under the Rational Employment and Manpower Office (ONEMO), 
the National High School of Technical Training, the Veterinary and 
Stockbreeding Research Centre (CRVZT) and the Agency for the Development 
of Small- and Medium-sized Enterprises (ADPME) which began its 
activities in the area of industrial training by organizing, in October 
1988, a workshop for private sector small-scale promoters". 

Paragraphs 20 to 22 

The following training institutions should be added to para 21: 
"The Polytechnic faculty of the University of Kinshasa training 
mechanical engineers, electricians and achitects". Other training 
institutions include: the Faculty of Engineering of the University of 
Lubumbashi, the Higher Institute of Applied Techologies in Kinshasa, the 
Rational Institute of Building and Public Works (IRBTB) in Kinshasa and 
the Faculty of Sciences, Kinshasa, which trains engineers and geologists. 

Paragraph 23 

In the first sentence, replace 'appears to have recently taken on' 
l!Y "has recently taken on". The following should be inserted at the end 
of the second sentence "the Centre also develops and promotes management 
techniques among small- and medium-scale enterprises". 

Paragraph 26 

On line 2, after 'national training institutions',~ "such as 
the Rational Institute of Public Finances, Kigali, and the s.;nt Fidele 
Institute, Gisenyi, which provide high-level training in the :ields of 
accounting and computerization". At the end of the pa~agraph, ~ "The 
Conference of Heads of State of the CEPGL subregion decided in January 
1989 to establish an engineering training institute to be located in 
Rwanda". 
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Paragraph 28 

Replace 'Escuela Bacional de Agriculture' J!y "Escuela Racional de 
Agricultura, Pesca y Forestal". 

Paruraph 29 

Renlace 'Sambonga' ~ "Bangui". M4 the following sentence at the 
end of the paragraph ""ention should also be .. de of the Rational 
Interprofessional Trainillf. Organization (ORIFOP} which trains 
technicians in various fields". 

Paragraph 30 

A.dd the following sentence at the end of the paragraph "Chad also 
has other training institutions, such as the Rational School of Public 
Works {DTP), the Rational School for Li•estock Technology {DATE), the 
Higher Institute for Manageaent {ISG), the Centre for Vocational and 
Further Training (CFPP) and the Higher Institute for Exact Sciences". 

Industrial consultancy and engineering services 

58. The need to develop industrial consultancy and engineering services in 
each country was greatly emphasized in the discussion. Modifications were 
introduced to some of the paragraphs and the list of consultancy and 
engineering firms contained in the backgro1Dld document was expanded. 

Paragraph 36 

In the second sentence under CPI (Industrial Promotion Centre), 
replace '10 national professionals' kl "nine national professionals"; 
delete 'three permanent UBIDO experts'; and add the following new 
sentence "During the first five years of existence, CPI received 
technical assistance from UBIDO so as to increase its capability to 
1Dldertake feasibility studies and provide extension services to 
enterprises. CPI is, at the moaent, in negotiation with the same 
institution on a second phase of the project". 

At the end of the paragraph, after 'SOGERAP in Rvanda', add "In 
order to protect their interests, design centres in Bur1Dldi have 
organized themselves, 1Dlder the Industrial Promotion Centre (CPI), into 
an association of independent Bunmdi design and consultancy firms". 

Paragraph 37 

In line 3, replace the rest of tbe sentence after "(CAJllRDC)" in 
line 4, Ill'. "the Engineering and Industrial Maintenance Company (SIMI), 
the Centre for Expertise and Evaluation of In~cstment Projects (CEPI), 
as well as many other consultancy firms recognized by UDEAC and DBCAS". 

Paraaraph 39 

Replace the first sentence l}x "In order to meet the growing need 
for a better selection of investment opportunities, a number of firms 
offering industrial consultancy, engineering and management services 
have emerged in Cameroon over the past decad~. Some of them are: the 
EXIM Consult Africa Group; AJtintola Williama and Company; and the 
African Consulting Enterprise (ACE)". 
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Add at the end of the paragraph the following: "Other coapanies 
providing industrial consultancy, engineering or aanagement services 
include: 

B~reau d 1 Etudes Liger Caaeroun (BELCA) (Yaounde) 
Dar Al Bandash, Consultants (Yaounde) 
Gauff Engineering caaeroon (Yaounde) 
J. Redonnet (Yaounde) 
Societe Africaine de Topographie (SATET) (Yaounde) 
Societe Centrale Pour l'Equipeaent du Territoire (SCET) (Yao1Dlde) 
Societe d'Etudes pour le Developpement de l'Afrique (SEDA) (Yao1Dlde) 
Societe d'Etudes Techniques et Econoaique (SETET) (Yaounde) 
Societe d'Etudes de Travaux et de Gestion (SETIREG) (Yaounde) 
Societe d'Entreprises de Travaux Topographiques et d'Edition (SETTE) 
(Yaounde) 
Societe d'Etudes Techniques et d'Entreprise Ginerale (SODETEG) (Yaounde) 
v.s. Atkins and Partners (Yaounde) 
Societe d'Etudes Financieres d'Audit Coaptables et de Conseils 
(KOOB & MURE) (Yao1Dlde) 
Societe d'Etudes Financieres d'Audit Coaptable et de Conseils (SEFAC) 
(Yaounde) 
Bureau d'Etudes Liger Cameroon (BELCA) (Douala) 
Cabinet Montilier Bernard (Douala) 
Chomette Henri (Douala) 
Euroafrique S.A. (Douala) 
Bureau d'Etudes Jean-Marie (Douala) 
Societe Africaine de Topographie (SATET) (Douala) 
Societe d'Entreprises de Travaux Topographiques et d'Edition (SETTE) 
(Douala) 
Societe d'Etudes Financieres d'Audit Comptable et de Conseil (SEFAC) 
(Douala) 
Tamajong Roumu & Partners Ltd. (Limbe) 
SAMCO Enterprises (Limbe) 

Industrial entrepreneurship 

59. The need for measures towards the development and promotion of 
industrial entrepreneurship was recognized as being not only urgent, but also 
crucial to the industrial development of the subregion. The importance 
accorded to this subject in the background document was therefore highly 
welcomed and the propos~d actions generally endorsed. The following 
observations were made in respect of specific paragraphs. 

Paragraph 45 

At the end of the paragraph add the following: "In addition, some 
development financing institutions, such as the Rational Economic 
Development Banlt (BRDE) and the Burundi Financing Society (SBF), have 
been set up by the Government of Burundi with a view to assisting 
national industrial promoters. Also, USAID had recently provided funds 
to the Government for the promotion of small-scale industrial 
entrepreneurs (Fonds APEX)". 

"FOGAPE" and "SRI" should be ~ to the list of institutions 
promoting entrepreneurship. 
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Paragraph 47 

Delete the last sentence. 

Paragraph 48 

Replace the last sentence kl •its organizational structure has 
only recently been established, and it vill talte aoae tiae before the 
office can start to function properly•. 

Insertion 

After paragraph 49, add a nev paragraph on •1vanda• as follows: 

•1t vas reported that the GoYernaent of Rwanda had benefited from UIUDO 
and U1'DP assistance in setting up a support serYice for saall- and 
•ediua-scale enterprises and handicrafts (SERDI). The objective of the 
service (vish vas currently being established) vas to assist the 
prOllOters to identify projects and secure proper training. Its eventual 
expansion into an industrial promotion centre vas envisaged. A special 
guarantee flDld had been established to assist prOllOters vho could not 
offer the financial institutions firm guarantees. The Centre de 
Recherches Cooperatives (IWACU) based in Kigali advised production 
co-operatives on management .. tters and provided training for sponsors." 

Obstacles to the development of industrial 
support services in the subregion 

60. While in general agreement vith the obstacles identified in the 
document, the following observations vere made on paragraph 50. 

Paragraph 50 

In line 4, replace •establishment• l!:£ "strengthening". In line 1 
of sub-item (ii), replace 'is short of' ~ "suffers from poor management 
and the lack of will to utilize available competent professionals". 

Cbapter III 

The proposals advanced in the document for promoting subregional 
co-operation in the development and use of industrial support services were 
highly welcomed and endorsed by the meeting. The following observations were 
made on specific paragraphs: 

Paragraph 52 

After 'Disse1minating technological and industrial information', 
~ the following new text "In this respect, mention needs to be made of 
the decision of ECCAS Member States to set up an Industrial Development 
Centre in the subregion, vith the aim of promoting industrial 
co-operation among the Member States, including, inter alia, the 
identification and preparation of pre-feasibility and feasibility 
studies on Community projects and the provision of tech.,ical assistance 
and advisory services to Member States in the field of industrial 
development." 
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Paragraphs 53 and 54 

These two paragraphs should be reforaulated to ensure greater 
clarity. 

Industrial training 

Paragraph 57 

Add at the end of the second sentence of paragraph 57 the 
following: "In this regard, spcial 11e11tion needs to be aade of the 
following subregional centres whose establishment has already been 
sanctioned by their respectiTe legislatiTe authorities: 

ECCAS Centre for Industrial DeTelopment; 
CEPGL Engineering School 

Under Burundi, add "Institute of Applied Sciences, Bujumbura". 

Under Caaeroon, add "FOGAPE". 

Paragraph 64 

Under Burundi, add "Industrial PrOllOtion Centre (CPI)", Bujumbura. 

Industrial entrepreneurship 

Paragraph 66 

Under Cameroon, add ""FOGAPE and SKI". 

Under Chad, add "Rational School for Public Works" and "Rational 
School for Livestock Technology". 

After 'Zaire', insert "lvanda" and the following institutions: 
"Industrial Development Assistance Service (SERDI)" and "Co-operatives 
Resea~ch Centre (IWACU)". 

YI • DC0191111DilIOBS 

61. The meeting adopted the following rec011aendations that were aimed at 
enhancing the impl~entation of the revised programme. The meeting 
rec011Dended that: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

URIDO, CEPGL, ECCAS, UDEAC and ECA should initiate a series of 
consultations between co1Dltries to co-ordinate programme 
implementation activities on e project-by-project basis; 

UllIDO, CEPGL, ECCAS, UDEAC and ECA 9hould establish an effective 
11<>nitoring system that would report regularly ~n programme 
implementation and enhance the flov of project information between 
Member States, taking full acco1Dlt of the mechanism proposed at 
the •eeting for that purpose; 

ADB, CASDB, BDEAC and BDGLC and other financing institutions 
ahould give priority in their lending policies to the subregional 
projects retained in the revised progr&1De; 
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(iv) Project prOllOters/sponsors should aobilize the necessary equity 
resources or set up aechanisas fo~ that purpose; 

{v) International organizations should increase their co-operation 
vith and utilization of consultancy and engineering serYices froa 
the subregion and encourage joint endeavours in that area; 

{Yi) "ember States. in iaproving their negotiating positio~ vis-a-vis 
the f1Dlding of studies. should adopt measures and establish 
aechanisas for increasing the pro.otion and utilization of 
national and subregional consultancy services; 

{vii) {a) A directory of consultancy companies. providing full details of 
their areas of C011Petence. eJCpertise and facilities. should be 
prepared by ECCAS and other organizations In the subregion. vith 
the assistance of UllIDO and EC&. drawing on in. ·oraation already 
available vitb the Federation of African Consultants; 

{b) A siailar directory should be coapiled of institutions in the 
subregion that offered training in industrial fields; 

{c) URIDO should assist ECCAS, UDEAC and CEPGL in the preparation of 
the directories mentioned in (a) and (b) above; 

(viii) CEPGL, ECCAS and UDEAC, vith the assistar.ce of URIDO and ECA, 
should initiate consultations aaong countries in the subregion in 
each of the major subsectors, in particular the chemical, cement, 
glass and other ke; industries, in order to: {i) ensure effective 
integration and harmonization of projects; (ii) contribute to a 
process of product specialization; and {iii) ensure optiaal 
economies of scale and the effective utilization of limited 
resources; 

(ix) Every effort should be aade to secure effective involvement of the 
private sector in the implementation of the subregional projects 
retained in the revised prograaae. In that regard, special 
measures should be taken to develop and promote industrial 
entrepreneurship, especially in the small- and aedium-scale 
industrial sector. 

{x) 01'100 and other organizations should organize during 1990 a 
meeting on the promotion of saall- and medium-scale industries in 
the subregion to be attended by entrepreneurs from that sector, 
policy-makers and small- and medium-scale industry umbrella 
organizations as veil as industrial consultancy companies, with a 
viev to promoting the greater involvement of local small- and 
medium-scale industry entrepreneurs and consulting organizations 
in the implementation of the revised prograane and other 
industrial projects in the subregion; 

{xi) Since industrialization is a long and continuous process, the 
subregional prograane ls expected to extend beyond the first 
Decade 1980-1990. The intergovernmental organizations in the 
subregion, particularly CEPGL, ECCAS, UDEAC and the Gisenyi-based 
MULPOC, should endorse the programme and take due account thereof 
in their priority activities; 
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UlllDO and ECA asaiat ECC&S, UDEAC and CEPGL in the preparation of 
subregional industrial ... ter plans as a aeana of orienting 
industrialization in the subreaion; 

Since aucceaaful project lmple11e11tatlon must beain vith good 
pre-ln•eataent atudiea, UlllDO should intensify ita aastatance to 
the comtrlea and oraanizatioa.a ill the aubre&iOD in U.t illportant 
field; 

In view of the lllportance of scientific research and tec:Jnlological 
innntioa and lmloYatioa, vbich are the result of reaearch and 
develoi-ent, Governments and illternatioaal oraanization, 
particularly UlllDO, ahoald laelp secure financial reaourcea that 
could aclYaDce research and de.eloi-aent efforts ill the aubrealon; 

Studies aacle b7 United Batloa.a qenclea Intended for uae b7 
subregional organizationa should be directly cClllmallicated to those 
organizations and in the appropriate vorlting lancuaae. Only then 
can the findings of the studies be gainfully exploited; 

UlllDO should devote SOiie of the resources allocated in the 
1990/1991 progr ... e budget for IDDA for assistance to llember 
States me: intergovernaental organizations in talting follov-up 
action tovards the successful iapleaentation of the revised 
progr ... e. 

YII. AGnD4 IYlll 5: COllSIMR•TIOll .DD ADOPTIOll OF DE 
DUFr DPORr or DE llDiIS 

62. At its final session, the Rapporteur presented the draft report. The 
aeeting adopted the report and reca .. endations of the meeting along vith the 
aaendments proposed. It authorized the Secretariat to finalize the report in 
the light of those aaendaenta, as vell aa to coaplete chapters VII Gid VIII. 
Thanks vere expressed to the Secretariat for the standard of the doc1m1ents 
prepared for the aeeting and to the Rapporteur for the high quality of the 
report. The Chairman urged tbe participants to contribute to the effective 
realization of the progr ... e they bad adopted by enhancing the exchange of 
inforaation and iaproving the follov-up activities along the lines discussed 
at the aeeting. 

nu. &cmo& IDll 6: CLOSUD or DE llDiIS 

63. At the foraal closing session, a vote of thanks vas proposed by 
Rr. •zobaabona of Burundi, on behalf of the participants, to the President of 
the Republic, Governaent and people of Caaeroon in general and of a .. enda in 
particular, for their wara and brotherly hospitality as well as for the 
excellent facilities and logistical support they bad provided to the aeeting. 
Be also expressed the appreciation of all participants to tbe co-organizers of 
tbe aeeting, eapeclr.lly to UllIDO for; the financial assistance extended to 
Rember States and or&anizations in c~ection with the aeeting. 

' 

64. Speaking on behalf of the Director-Ceneral of U1'IDO and the 
co-organizers, the Chief of the Co-ordination Unit for the Industrial 
Development Decade for Africa of U1'IDO expressed sincere tbanka to 
Bia Excellency President Paul liya and the C:Overnaent of Caaeroon for having 
ftgreed to host the aeeting. Be expressed particular gratitude to the Governor 
of the Rorth-Weat Province and the authorities of Baaenda, for the lengths to 
which they had cone to prepare for tbe aeeting and for the splendid facilities 
that had been placed Its disposal. Be noted that the resounding success of 
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the •eeting vas in no ... 11 aeasure due to the excellent contribution made by 
the authorities of C..eroon, in teras of both the logistical and substantive 
inputs to the •eeting, including the cultural extraTaganza presented during 
the opening and closing sessions of the •eeting and the visits to the 
palaces. Be highly welcomed the actiTe participation of the business 
COllmUDity of c .. eroon in general and of Baaenda in particular in the meeting 
and expressed special thanks to Their loyal Biglmeases, the Fons of Bafut, 
Ball and llanlcon, for haTiDg been ao cracloua u to receive and exchange views 
with the delecatea on lnuea of crucial importance to the meeting. 

65. Be underlined the high professional contribution of each of the 
participants to the ~~iscuasiona at the meetiq. That contribution bad paved 
the way to the adoption of a revised pro1ra1111e and rec011111endations that were 
pr .... tlc, realistic and practical. Be hoped that, through improved 
c~ications and exchange of inforaation, it would be possible to c011ple11ent 
the spirit of the reca .. endationa with effective action in keepin& vith the 
aills and objectives of the Industrial Developeent Decade for Africa. Be 
pointed out that the countries of the subregion were slowly but surely moving 
towards the goal of subregional industrial co-operation in an endeavour to 
improve industrial performance and c<mpetitivenesa. The current aeeting and 
the second Industrial Development Decade for Africa would provide significant 
contributions to malting the co1Dltries of Central Africa an important driving 
force in a new industrial era for Africa. The energy mobilized by the aeeting 
and the comitaent to the cause of industrialization portended well for the 
subregion. 

66. Be reminded the participants tha~ they had a key role to play. They 
should ensure that the projects adopted were incorporated in their countries• 
national development priorities and plans. He pledged the full support of 
UJllDO both vi thin the context of the IDDA programe and other programes. The 
all-important task, however, was to ensure the implementation of the projects 
adopted along the lines envisaged - a task in which everybody had an important 
role to play and the successful completion of vbich would lay the foundation 
for a secure industrial future for Africa. Be was confident that all the 
parties involved in the industrial process - sponsors, financiers, technical 
partners and consultants - would rise to the occasion and ensure the 
successful realization of the progr ... e that had been adopted. 

67. Speaking on behalf of Bis Excellency, the Minister of Industrial and 
C011Derclal Development, fir. Jean Marc Oyono, Secretary-General of the 
Ministry, welcomed the conclusions and rec01maendationa of the meeting which he 
found to be a concrete expression of the wishes of the countries of Central 
Africa. He therefore expressed the total satisfaction of the Government of 
Cameroon with the results of the meeting. 

68. Mr. Oyono thanked the participants for a job well done and called on 
them to give serious consideration to the decisions reached at tbe meeting as 
they would go a long way to fostering the in,ustrialization of the subregion. 
Be called on all of them, as they returned to their countries, to face the 
future with treater unity towards econ011ic development through industrial 
development. He was confident that, with the b~lp of the subregional 
organizations, they would succeed. 

69. He expressed bis particular thanJta to UlfIDO for the constant assistance 
it had rendered to the countries and organizations of the subregion in their 
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industrialization endeavours and called on it to expand further the scope and 
intensity of that assistance in the implementation of the revised progra.Jlllle 
just adopted, thus contributing to the attainment of the industrialization 
goals which the countries had set for themselves. 

70. In conclusion, he thanked the authorities and people of Bamenda for the 
wara reception extended to all delegates and to all who had, in one way or 
another, contributed to the success of the •eeting. Be wished all delegates a 
safe journey back boae and fonaally declared the •eeting closed. 
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ADEX II 

1. Opening of the meeting. 

2. Organization of the meeting: 

Election of Chairman, Vice-Chairmen and Rapporteur of the meeting; 

Adoption of the agenda and programme; and 

Organization of work. 

3. Review of progress made in the implementation of the revised integrated 
industrial promotion programme adopted at Bujwnbura (Burundi) and 
revision of that programme and strategy for implementation. 

4. Promotion of subregional industrial co-operation programme in selected 
areas: 

Industrial training; 

Industrial consultancy and engine 'ing services; and 

Small-scale industrial entrepreneurship. 

5. Consideration and adoption of the draft report and recommendations of 
the meetin6. 

6. Closure of the meeting. 




